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FOREWORD

This report has been produced as one part of a research project conducted

7 by Human Scivnces Research, Inc., under contract to the Office of Naval Research.

The scope of the project is broad, being concerned with the application of research

techniques in support of more effective performance of psychological operations in

a naval context. This has involved identification of these operations, development '3

of a means for their analysis, examination of mip,ions, operations, and training,

and definition of research requirements for increasing operational effectiveness.

These project activities have been performed within specific research tasks leading

to the following five primary reports:

Bailey, G. C. An analysis and delineation of the concept of psychological
operations. McLean, Va.: Human Sciences Research, HSR-RR-
66/3As, 1966.

In this report, the nature and scope of psychological operationsL. are defined through development of a conceptual framework
linking tht- dynamics of cross-cultural influence processes and
domestic governmental policy-making processes. Data descrip-

Ii tive of the relationships between dimensions of psychological op-
erations and determinants of this action are identified as the
primary information requirement for planning and coiduct of
psychological operations. A sttructure for psychological oper-

L ations research, a means for assessing research requirements,
and specific suggestions for research are mede in connection
with this development.

1 Contract Nonr-43,16-(00), A Delineation of the Navy Role in Psychological
Operations. Group Psychology Branch, Psychological Sciences Division, Office of
Naval Research.
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Rambo, A. T. A preliminary analysis of naval unconventional warfare, McLean,
Va.: Hurnarx Sciences Research, HSR-RR-66/2As, 1966.

Characteristics of revolutionary and resistance warfare are defined
as major situational ,.ontexts for the conduct of psychological oper-
ations. The phases of an insurgency are differentiated in terms of
the shifting balance of resources available to the protagonists, and11 the role of ecological factors as constraints upon the utilization of
resources is described. Specific Navy missions are analyzed from
the point of view of traditional naval functions and through a case
history of naval operations in the World War II Philippine resistance
movemeiL,

Jenny, A., 2nd. Interpersonal influence processes in Navy port calls. McLean,

f] Va.: Human Sciences Research, HSR-RR-06/4As, 1966.

Two existing Navy psychological operations activities--a cross-*_ [ cultural training program and an operational welfare program--
are described and analyzed in the context of the port call. Prob-
lems in predicting the effects of contacts made with individualsf and groups in foreign port cities are examined. Recommendations
are made for research on processes of diffusion of information
and affective states, and on the effects of frequency and context
within which informal contacts are made.

Bailey, G. C. The utilization of foreign languages in naval psycholo'cal operations.

McLear, Va.: Human Sciences Research, HSR-RR-66/9As, 1964(AD 606995).

An analysis of the decisions made in the administration of foreign
language training revealed that information about the use of langu-
ages in missions was not being systematically employed because
such knowledge does not generally exist. Through an examination
of the functions which language usage serves for the foreign national,

j criteria are suggested for planning and evaluating missions. Analysis
of the functions which language training serves for the user helps de-
fine criteria for training which prepare him for more effective perform-
ance in foreign cultures.

Jenny, A., 2nd. Toward a psychological operations information. and analysis
center. McLean, Va.: Human Sciences Research, HS!R-RR-66/lAs,

lo 1966.

The concept of an information and analysis center is explored, in[which information about psychological operations missions, influ-
ence processes, and traditions and behavioral patterns of recipient
peoples can be brought together for use in solving operational prob-

-r lems. Characteristics of such a center are delineated, potentially
L contributory information sources are identified, and a modular ap-

proach toward implementation of the center concepf is recommended.
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ALlysis of the foregoing topics was concurrent with the development of

the conceptual framework; these studies, therefore, do "iot constitute applications

of thh-- framework. Rather, they contribute to, and are consistent with, the view-

point of the overall framework. Similarly, other research activities--such as

interviewing Navy personnel returned from overseas assignments and providing

a critique of a Navy counterinsurgency training course, which have been reported

in three additional technical notes--are aimed at contributing to a general under-

standing of the Navy's role in psychological operations.

The research products noted in the above reports conclude the first
r 4 phase of HSR's activity in the area of naval psychological operations spanning

the period from 1 January 1964 to 31 December 1965. Throughout this period,

the research has benefited from the guidance of Mr. Luigi Petrullo, Head, Group

Psychology Branch, Psychological Sciences Division, Office of Naval Research,

who recognized the need for broad scope conceptual treatment of psychological

operatiins as a basis for programming contributory behavioral science research,

j and for bridging the gap between such research and operational problem solving.
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ABSTRACT

This report analyzes the problems and possibilities inherent in
increasing mutual understanding between the people of the United
States and those of other countries through individual and small-group
contacts during visits by Navy ships to foreign ports. Consideration
is given to the Navy's capability for making a significant contribution
to U. S. relations with other countries through the large number of
visits per year afforded by port calls, where American servicemen
rmeet foreign nationals in many walks of life. Two Navy programs
specifically oriented in this direction are outlined. These are the
People-to-People Program and Project Handclasp. The port call,
which makes implementation of these programs possible, is also de-
scribed.

Sul-sequent to an analysis of the nature of these operations,
problems encountered in determining the effectiveness and direction
of the process are delineated, and relevant research areas are iden-
tified. These involve the analysis of direct effects of informal visits
on recipient social units, and examination of the phenomena of diffu-
sion of informational and affective states. Recommendations were
made for research on the effects of frequency and context within which
informal contacts are made, the diffusion process, and on the evalu-
ation over periods of time of the consequences of port calls.
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I. Introduction

For a little less than ten years, the U. S. Navy has been performing a

general mission within the area of psychological operations which had no formally

planned counterpart in earlier times. Through the opportunity for contact with

- foreign nationals provided by port calls and other overseas missions, th,. Navy has

been able to participate in the People-to-People Program and has developed auxili-

ary activities, with similar ends, such as Project Handclasp.

It is the object of this paper to describe the People-to-People Program

and Project Handclasp in the context of the Navy porr call, and to infer from this

analysis what kinds of research would be required to examine the potential useful-

ness of these activities, and to ascertain ways in which they can be improved to

support overall U. S. efforts toward achievement of national policy objectives.

The current world scene is characterized by a number of major technologi-

cal developments, at least two of which point toward a qualitative change in inter-

national relations. Ever swifter and more abundant means of transportaticn and

communication have brought formerly obscure and distant problems into the world

of everyday reality and urgency, while the advnt of the nuclear age h-s underscored

the importance of realistic efforts toward the solution of international problems with-

J L out resort to armed conflict.

In this paper, the process of dealng with the problems and possibilities

inherent in increasing mutual understanding between the people of the United States

and those of other countries, in the context of individual and small group contacts,

will be considered. It is the present and potential Naval role in this process through

such activities as the People-to-People Program and Project Handclasp which this

j" paper proposes to examine.

The influen-e process occurs at all levels, from the international corfron1-

tations of super-states like the U. S. A., and the Soviet Union to dealings between
individuals in every walk of life.. At any of these levels, the technique may fail--hos-

AAF tility may be aroused, or the idvaitage xnay not be secured, or both--and "cold" or

"hot" belligerency may take the place of persuasive measures. Both upper and lower
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£level governmental representatives engage in influence processes, whenever they

represent instramentalities of governments and seek specific solutions to particular

I [conflicts or problems. The interpersonal influence process of concern here, is the

direct contact between "nont, , cal" citizens of two or more nations in the context

fof securing the general advantage of mutual goodwill and approval, whether con-Isciously sought or merely the fortunate result of friendly interaction.

The agents of this process are any American nationals who, for one reason

or another, are in contact with aliens. It is clear that individual skills at this level,

in the creation and maintenance of attitudes and behavior friendly to the U. S., will

vary in accordance with the highly variable and unrecorded life-expertences and

insights which Americans bring with them overseas. What they hold to bo good or

L true--their values and beliefs--will be operative in estimates of the necessity or

possibilty of winning friends, not to mention in the techniques employed to bring

L" this about. A few will have a great deal of ability and interest along these lines.

Many will not.

This uncertainty could conceivably be recuced if training were obtainable

emphasizing the importance of international goodwill. If the serviceman or tourist

Icould be informed as to the art of cross-cultural interaction--how to take advantage

of specific cultural differences and avoid the pitfalls of others in affecti 7e inter-

{actions, much friction could be avoided. Such training, of course, is either not

available at all, or is given in minimal form to a small, select group of traveling

L Americans (certain Foreign Service and Military Assistance Program personnel,

some Agency for International Development representatives, Peace Corps members,

V etc.).

Assuming the requisite training were developed and applied, and consider-

[ able success achieved in winning friends among the general popultion of one or

more foreign countries, there is an important question of whether and how such

goodwill toward the U. S. might spread frrm the points of contact to the politically

V IThe Foreign Service Institute conducts courses dealing with linguistic
and cultural data for Foreign Service Officers and other military and governmental
representatives,

U 2



Ipowerful of the nations concerned. Would this occur through the pressure pub-

lic opinion, the verdict of an election, or perhaps not at all? Furthermore, would

the successful communication of goodwill on a people-to-people basis make any

difference in actions of foreign governments, if U. S. policies were deemed con-

trary to the national interest of the country concerned, either by its people or its

government? Before treating these and other questions in greater depth, a brief

survey of the current status of Naval programs and activity related to port calls

will be presented.

U
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j I II. The Navy People-to-People Program

The U. S. Navy has many opportunities for informal social contact across

national boundaries, since it regularly tranaports large numbers of American

citizen-servicemen to and from foreign ports and is specifically responsible for

their training. In 1965, there were 7, 604 U. S. Navy port calls throughout the

world, permitting contact between nearly two million Americans and a much larger

number of foreign nationals. 1 Beginnings have already been made in the develop-

ment of this potential through the Navy People-to-People Program, administered

by the Blreau of Naval Personnel (BuPers), designed to encourage and structure

friendly attitudes and behavior in Naval persomel toward foreign nationals.

The development of the Navy People-to-PeopIle Program began as one re-

sponse to questions raised by Preaidetit Eisenhower at a White House Conference

held in September, 1956. He was concerned with dispelling ignorance of U. S.

policies, presenting "our own case," strengthening friendships and learning from
3

others, in the context of international relations. Subsequently, some 40 People-

to-People Committees were organized, including the Armed Services People-to-

People Committee, to imploment this concept, and strong support developed from

the outset on the part of BuPers. Pocket guides to overseas areas, language book-

1. lets, and other published materials were supplied to Naval personnel, their depen-

dents and other interested parties by the Directorate for Armed Forcee Information

L nd Education (AFIE).

Information obtained from Lt. William N. Gengler, USN, Office of[ Information.

People- to-People is a section of the Educational Services Branch of
BuPers, formerly headed by Cmdr. J. P. Dickson, USNR. His Deputy Head and
Projects Assistant, Mr. David Rosenberg, is still carrying on overseasmanship
briefings. See: Dickson, Cmdr. J. P., USNR, "Overseasmanship" Training,

-- [ Naval Training Bulletin (BuPers), Winter 1962-63, p. 26-33, and Clarke, Capt.
I W. E., USN, "Overseasmanship" Spells Diplomacy, Naval Aviation News April

1963, p. 12-13.

-Naval Training Bulletin, o ., p. 27.

"4 SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5710. 12 11 June 1959, p, 1. (The referenced
document is attached as Appendix A to this report.)

4
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Following these preliminary efforts, the program was influenced by the
5~Bendetson Committee report to Secretary of Defense McNamara, which called

for improvement and amplification of the so-called "non-military" type of instruc-

tion for the Armed Forces. Among other things, it was recommended that the pro-

vision of general information and news for troops be differentiated from instruction

in "topics, other than technical military training, which will best enable the service-

man and his unit to fulfill their expanded military roles and missions. " This can

best be interpreted as meaning that instruction in cultural and behavioral matters in

a psychological operations context would be clearly differentiated from chalk talks

and general news coverage for servicemen, and that such instruction was to be con-

sidered of parallel importance to weaponry, tactics, and other traditional military

training. It was intended that the new type of military instruction and duty of com-

mand be carried out with the same sense of excellence which characterizes more

strictly technical military training. It was further recommended that General Mili-

tary Training embrace four broad subject areas: The American Political Tradition,

Communism-in-Action, National Policies, and Area Orientation. The latter was to

L include "an adequate knowledge of the geography, customs, institutions, and way of

1' life in the various foreign lands in which the soldier is required to serve.

All four aspects of General Military Training are treated by the Navy under

the Personnel Development Program of BuPers with the objective of making it

possible for such personnel to be better able to answer questions about the "Ameri-

can way of life," and to cope with unfavorable criticism of U. S. policies and behavior
P patterns.

5 This Committee, known officially as the Advisory Committee on Non-

Military Instruction: was formed in resporse to criticism by the Stennis Committee

of the Senate concerning the quality of anti-communist teachings in the Armed

Forces. It was claimed that only negative positions were taught, and that insufficient

attention was given to the advantages of Western democracy. See Report to the

Secretary of Defense of the Advisory Committee on Non-Military Instruction, July 20,

1962, Washington, D. C.
6 bid., p. 7.

7Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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When it became apparent that this kind of training, pocket guides and the

likc were insufficient for effective implementation of the People-to-People pro-
8

gram, a unique approach was organized by BuPers, utilizing a series of ship-
board presentations, in the form of entertainment, of what came to be known as

. "overseasmanship." It is reported that performances of this kind had been seen,
• as of 1965, by approximately 100, 000 men on 250 ships. 9 "Overseasmanship"

deals with knowledge of the customs, taboos, food habits, and general cultural

attributes of some of the peoples about to be visited. Pracicing the art of "over-

L seasmanship" was contrasted with having a "carousing good time" when on liberty

in a foreign port, in terms of image building.

Administrators, teachers, und pupils of the Navy's overseas dependents'I: 10
schools were enlisted in the People-to-People program. The languages of the

host countries where these schools are located are being taught at all grade levels.

IL Thus, an existing institution, the school system provided for overseas servicemen's

children, has been utilized in furthering the cause of interiational friendship.

Sources outside the Navy are producing training materials relevant to the People-

to-People Program. 12 The Office of the Deputy for Plans and Programs in AFIE

produces the area guides referred to earlier, and is developing a program called

"The Overseas Serviceman.13 This program is intended to implement the AFIE

point of viev, that overseasmanship training should not be a single, high intensity

effort, beginning and ending with "briefing" performance, but a long-range part of f
regular training. A film, "America's Critics", has been produced which presents

a series of vignettes, illustrating the practical steps developed by Dr. Conroy of

8 Naval Training Bulletin, o ., p. 28
9 Dickson, Cmdr. J. P., USNR (Retired), "Overseasmanship" Training

in the Navy, U. S. Naval Institute Proc., August, 1965, p. 145.
1 0Dickson, Cmdr. J. P., USNR, People-to-Peopie Program, Overseas

Dependents Schools Newsletter (BuPers), November, 1961, I, p. 1.

* lhbid., p. 1
1 Information supplied by Major Ballou, USA, AFIE.
13ibid"
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the U. S. Department of State for dealing with critics, agitators, or simply curious
14foreigners. AFIE has also issued two pu;blications: "Serving Your Country Over-

seas," a completely revised successor to "Americans Abroad" (U. S. national

policies, and reasons for past actions), "Facts about the U. S." (a survey of U. S.

industry, culture, traditions, laws, etc.), and a third publicatiokA "Orientation

Handbook" (to give the small unit commander information on what the serviceman
15

can do to help his country while stationed overseas) is under consideration. United

States information Agency (USIA) consultants assist AFIE in its Overseas Service-

man Program. This material complements the People-to-People "overseasman-

ship" briefings, and area guides, which concertrate on the host country rather than

the United States, and is in consonance with the recommendation of the Advisory

Committee on Non-Military Instruction.

In spite of all these efforts to create a climate of opinion and a store of

knowledge conducive to interaction in a favorable manner with foreign nationals, no

overall program has been developed to exploit these possibilities to the ful1; the

amount of time spent in training in this area for those personnel who are exposed to

available programs is negligible. No operational doctrine for implementation of

People-to-People Program goals has been developed. Implementation rests, on

the one hand, upon chance encounters between.Navy personnel who have been exposed

to the program, and people of other countries, and, on the other, upon somewhat

sporadic efforts on the part of U. S. representatives on shore (Consular and USIA

officials, Naval attaches, and United Service Organization personnel) to arrange

crew visits to local points of interest, visits on board ship of local people, and

similar activities.

Nevertheless, the language ueed by Richard Jackson, Assistant Secretary

of the Navy, indicates high hopes for the usefulness of the program. He writes,

- 1 5 l'nformation supidb r!aodHys ulctos FE

1nformation supplied by Mr. M. Halberstadt, Motion Pictures, AFIE,
i 15Information supplied by Mr. Harold Hayes, Publications, AFIt. ,,

'7
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l "It is the aim of the Peop: e-to-People Program to promote
better mutual understanding, respect, and goodwill through
direct person-to-person communication between Americans
and citizens of other lands, thereby aiding in the ultimateh achievement of a just and enduring peace. "16

Again, under the heading Outlook. he writes,

"People-to-People is a growing and dynarmic program, upon
whose success the peace of the world may ultimately rest.
Its beginning has been auspicious; its fuWther development
as a potent instrumentality in the furtherance of world peace
and international understanding will depend in the last analysis
upon the readiness of all Americans to devote the necessary
time, thought, and energy to its consummation. It is of para-
mount importance that all members of the Navy and Marine
Corps family continue to contribute their full share to this
common endeavor. "17

This presumed linkage bet,-een the People-to-P aople program and world peace will

be examined further in Section V of this paper. . A

16S

"'__ - - 7ibidE- - N P INSTRUCTION 5710. 12, op i., p. 1

171

Ibid. p. 2.
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III. Project Handclasp

Another Navy program which originated independently of the People-to-

People Program, but is fully compatible with its basic purpose, is Project Hand-
clasp. This effort began in 1958 as Operation Handclasp, initiated by Commander

C. M. Hanson, Operations Officer of Carrier Air Group II, in response to the needs

of refugees from China. He personally solicited clothing, toys, medicines, and
similar materials, arranged for their stowage aboard the carrier Shangri La, and

distributed these goods in Pacific ports. On March 11, 1959, Philip C. Russell,

U,'N, Information Officer in San Francisco, contacted Commander-in-Chief, Pacific

(CINCA'AC) urging "official recognition and ir.plementation of the use of 'Spare

Space o.a Ships' to transport needed materials to overseas ports. ,1 his suggestion

was approved, 2 and with the cooperation of a numler of civilian agencies, Project

Handclasp was under way. The following officer billts now exist within the Project:

OPNAV Coordinator, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). East Coast

Director, Office of the Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT), West

Coast Director, Office of the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT)

and Project Handclasp "oordinators (officers assigned collateral duties relative to

Project Handclasp in various naval shore activities and fleet staffs afloat).

Official Navy doctrine regarding the background of the program is as

follows:

"Project Handclasp evolved spontaneously from the desire
of Naval personnel to enhance mutual respect and under-
standing with all peoples of the world. It was c .'iginally a
voluntary effort which reflected the motivation of Navy men
to act as indiridual ambassadors of good will. Since the
inception of Handclasp in 1959, the distribution of food,
clothing and medical supplies tu peoples of foreign nations
has been most gra.ifying. To dat , several million pounds

1 Wheeler, Phillip R. (Ed.), The friendl American. Washington, D. C.:
Armed i'orees Writers League (for the Department of the Navy), 1963, p. 251,

2CINCPACFLTNOTICE 4910, 8 October 1959 (referenced in The fr.endly
American, op. cit., p. 251.)

9
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Cof cargo have been transported in Navy ships for distribution
o refugees and other deserving groups. "3

The project has been considered one of the most valuable asses in the People-to-
P-ople effort, and the importance of avoiding any connotation of the use of the pro-

r gram for purely publicity reasons i stressed. The humanitarian aspect is to be

the chief element of all releases concerning the program.4

A later Navy OPNAV instruction states:

"Project Handclasp is an official Navy program. The program
evolved from the desire of naval personnel to assist people in
foreign lands to help th.mselves to improve the conditions under
which they live. Navy personnel, by acting as ambassadors ofIgood will in the area visited by fleet units, have established new
friends for the United States and attained great satisfaction in
aiding the ultimate achievement of a just and enduring peace.r

Project Handclasp material falls into two categories, non-consigned and

consigned. The former includes material for relief, friendship, and educational[ purposes, not specifically -onsigned, and to be distributed at the discretion of
commanding officers. The latter consists of cargo destined for specific consignees
abroad, provided by charitable organizations or individuals who have requested

the Navy to donate shipping space.

* {Even though the Navy has generally carried over twice as much consigned
6ca.rgo as it has non-consigned, it is largely the latter which affords an opportu-

L nity for people-to-people relations between Navy personnel and foreign nationals.

3 -CICLANTFLTINST 5726.2, 3 October 196,2, Enclosure (1), p. 1. (The
referenced document is attached as Appendix B to this report.)

4Op. cit., pp. 1,2.
5OPNAV INSTRUCTION 5726.3A, 28.August 1964, p. 1. (The referenced

document is attached as Appendix C to this report.)
Figures for 1963, supplied by Commander J. F. Dow, show that of a

little under 2,000 tons of Project Handclasp material shipped that year, 1313.08
tons were consigned, while 605. 69 tons were non-consigned itcms.

410
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Consigned cargo is delivered to the agent of the consignor. These agents,
who represent such organizations as World Medic. l Relief, CARE, and the Peace

L' Corps, then distribute the goods. Thus, the ultimate recipients of consigned

cargo are not known to the Navy, nor are they usually aware of the Navy's role.

Non-consigned cargo, however, is distributed by the Navy to individuals. organ-

Izations, and communities. If the recipients are individuals, the distribution

usually occurs under the auspices of local authorities. For example, toys in-

tended for ultimate distribution to the children of ilood victims in a Spanish vil-

lage, were first received by a committce which included the village mayor. When

a school, orphanage, hospital, or other institution receives Handclasp gifts, it

is usually the director or staff that accepts them on behalf of the organization.

Occasionally entire communities receive Handclasp cargo, as in "Operation Chah-

bahar," a joint Iranian-American civic action project, 7 where medical supplies,

food, and clothing were distributed to destitute communities along the Persian

Gulf.

Some non-consigned material is solicited from commercial sources and

national organizations by the Project Handclasp Director, and is intcnded to aug-

ment the individual efforts by ships to acquire such items. Ships are limited to

local non-commercial groups (charitable or non-profit organizations) in their

drives.

Requests for ocean transportation of consigned cargo are referred to

Commander, Services, Atlantic (COMSE.RVLANT), attention East Coast Direct-

or, Project Handclasp. The commander concerned determines whether the re-

quesLJr an individual or organization whose objectives are not prejudicial to

the interests of the U. S. Upon acceptance, the requestor is advised of the

7 "People-to-People Programs have been variously referred to, from time

to time, as Community Reldticns Programs and Civic Action Projects.
8This determination is to be assisted by the following publications:

(a) Cumulative list, Publication No. 78, U. S. Treasury Dept. Internal Revenue

*Service, and semi-annual supplements issued June and December of each year.

(b) Organizations Designated by the Attorney General of the United States Pur-
uant to Executive Order 10550 and published in the Federal Register under the

(c),ntinued)

11
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location of the Project Handclasp warthouse. He must ship his material there

at his own expense, - .4 agree that transportation is on a space-available, not-to-

interfere wit), fleet operations basis, that no liability will be assumed for loss or

damage, that he will obtain the necessary U. S. export customs clearances and

entry clearances into the foreign country when .-equired, and that he will desig-

nate an agent at the port of discharge, prior to acceptance of the cargo for ship-
ment.9

fThe East Coast Project Hardclasp Warehouse is located at the Naval

Supply Center, Norfolk. Force and Type Commanders may establish other non-

1funded temporary storage points as required. A West Coast Project Handclasp

Warehouse exists in San Diago, The East Coast Director reports to CINCLANT..

FLT, and the West Coast Director to CINCPACFLT.

Fieet, Type, Force, and Area Commanders are delegated the authority

to approve requests for shipment of non-consigned Project Handclasp material.

Approval of requests for shipment of consigned cargo is delegated to COMSERV-

LANT. Shipments of special interest, which might have national or International

implications are r ported to the Chief of Naval Operations and CINCLANTFLT.

Vj Foreign new3 coverage of Handclasp activities is considered desirable

for public information purposes, while extravagant publiciy', is not, If there is

any doubt as to the degree of publicity desirable, "local U. S. Naval sources,

other U. S. military representatives, State Department, andUnited States Infor-

mation Service representatives"110 are consulted for guidance as practicable.

(Footnote 8 continued)
title "Designation of Organizations in connection with Federal Employee Security
Program. "

(c) Register of Voluntary Agencies; published by the Advisory Committee onL_ Voluntary Foreign Aid, International Cooperation Administration.
The above are listed as references (c), (d), and (e) in CINCLANTFLTINSTR
5726.2, 3 October 1962, p. 1. (See Appendix B.)

L 91bid., Enclosure (i) p. 2.
Ibid., Enclosure (1), p. 5.
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The local U. S. officials cooperate with the Navy in both Handclasp and

other good will activities. Th6 ships' stay in port is limited, but these local of-

i ficials have the time needed to make contacts with foreign nationals and to gather

relevant information. They help identify the recipients of Handclasp goods be-

cause they are in a position to distinguish between the really needy and those who

might exploit the generosity of the Handclasp program. In some cases, the local

U. S. officials participate in ceremonies surrounding the presentation of Hand-

clasp gifts.

L1
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I IV. The Port Call

In the words of Mahan, "As a nation, with its unarmed and armed shipping,

1launches forth from its own shores, the need is soon felt of points upon whi.-ih th-

ships can rely for peaceful trading, for refuge and supplies. In the present day,

friendly, though foreign, ports are to be found all over the world; and their shel-

ter is enough while peace prevails. Contacts between American Naval per-

i -nnel and foreign nationals, in time of peace, occur during port calls, defined

as visits by U. S. Naval vessels to foreign ports for a variety of reasons. Such

visits are nearly always initiated by the U. S. St*.te Department, acting either on

the request of the Navy, other American government agencies, or on its owa be-

half. Occasionally, they may be initiated by the host country, but this is unusual.

Ordinarily, the U. S. agency interested in having a Naval vessel call at a foreign

port contacts the State Department, and the appropriate "country desk" requests

the embassy of the natio, -oncerned to extend an invitation to visit the port in

questi on. Planning for the visit normally proceeds well in advance, so that

scheduled port calls can be made on time. Rarely, a unit or fleet commander

may initiate a port call at sea for repairs or supplies.

The fleet or task force commander of the unit of which the calling ship is

a part makes arrangements for the ship to make the call. This is accomplished

by transmission of the request (e. g., by CINCLANTFLT) through the Foreign

Ministry of the government of the port country. A host nation rarely turns down
a requested port call, bui it may suggest an alteration in schedule (e. g., if a

local election is taking place, or if a Russian ship is scheduled to be in port at

the same time}.

Not only are the intentional contacts between American personnel and

foreign nationals in the context of the People-to-People Program and Project

Handclasp made during port calls, but a very large number of contacts occur, I.

which are part of no such program or policy, but which, nevertheless, may tA

1Mahan, Capt. A. T., USN. The influence of seap er upon history:
1660-1783. New York: Sagamore Press, 1957, pp. 23-24.
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play a vital role in the influence process.

2
Just before arrival in port, certain information is made available to

local authorities and a foreign pilot comes on board to bring the ship into port,

Upon arrival, the Senior Shore Patrol Officer (SSPO) is first to go ashore and

sets up arrang:ments for shore patrol functions, usually with the local chief of

police. If th! port has areas which are "off limits" to U. S. personnel (either

for protection of the troops or because of local political sensitivity), agreement

is reached as to their location as well ao to arrest and detention procedures. The

SSPO then calls his men ashore and establishes patrols of troublesome areas;

patrols may be conducted jointly with indigenous police.

The ship's Supply Officer has a number of contacts to make with local

civilians, and usually requires someone from the ship's compan, to accompany

him as an interpreter. lie purchases fresh fruits and vegetables, contracts for

garbage removal, obtains use of athletic fields, arranges for cleaning and press-

ing, arranges sale of U. S. magazines and newspapers, arranges volume purchase

of local souvenir products, pays for tugs, pilots, pier space, and combination

ladders, rents vehicles, and buys gas.

The ship's Commanding Officer has a number of protocol calls io make,

and receives visits in return; this is also true of a Fleet Commander. Proto-

col calls involving foreign nationals usually include:

Senior state government official

in residence,

• Senior port city official, and

. Senior foreign military officers.

If a Fleet Commander is abo!%rd the ship making the port call, visits are

more likely to include contacts with foreign ministry officials and representatives

of international bodies such as NATO. Return calls are made one by one, with

2 Berthing requirements (ship size), si:,e of crew, name of CO, presence

of a flag officer, availability of Project Handclasp material, space and luncheon

facilities available for visitors, arrangements for reciprocal entertainment, and

times ship will be available for visiting.
!..
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I appropriate honors rendered according to regulations (e. g., the crew lines the

ship's rail and gun salutes are fired). 3

Project Handclasp deliveries and some programmed People-toPeople

activities may bd carried out by the crew under dircction, if any have been sched-

Iuled. Other People-to-People events take place informally, carried out by crew

members on liberty, and involve using forras of courtesy in the local language,

ti presenting photos of home and family in return for hospitality, and similar friendly

gestures.

I Shore activities lead to a variety of contacts between American naval

personnel and the peoples of foreign lands, which tend to be characterized by a

U3 I short duration. This mutual exposure embraces people of many walks of life,

all ages, and both sexes in the numerous ports visited by U. S. Fleet units. (See
4

Table 1). These contacts undoubtedly modify attitudes and behavior of foreign

I nationals toward U. S. personnel encountered and toward the United States, both

positively and negatively.

3[

I
I
I

3U. S. Navy Regulations, Chapter 21.

4 Data in Table 1 was derived from items appearing in Commander News-
letter, L. S. Sixth Fleet and predecessor, 17 Feb. 1961 to 20 Sept. 1963.
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__ _Adult Groups
BusinesE

Government Professional Entertainment Sportin g  and Labo
Male Fenae Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Ferr

Senior State Government
Official in Residence

Senior Port City Official W

Senior Foreign Military
Officials W

Foreign Pilot X

Chief of Police _

Port Officials Y j
Food Suppliers Y

News Vendors Y

Souvenir Shopkeepers Y y
Laundrymen Y

Sanitation Crews Y

Hospital Staffs, Members
of Press Z Z

Acting Troupe, Choral Group Z Z

Basketball, Vo]leyball,
Chess Teams Z

Restaurant Proprietor,
Unions, Factory Workers Z

Mountain Villagers, Flood
Victims

Church Congregations

Prison Inmates

Boy and Girl Scouts

Ward Patients, Orphans

Students

Sick and Underprivileged

Table 1. Some Reported U. S. -Foreign National Con

Ao



idtit; Groups Children
Business Institutions &i: Spo 'gi . and Labor Citizenry Prisoners Oranztin Other

Ma!--Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

y y

YI

Z Z Z

Z -
-- Z_Z Z Z Z 

z .

Z~ Z Z
z Z

W = Fleet Commander and Ship's Commanding Officer
X = Senior Shore Patrol Officer.

:i Y = Supply Officer
< Z = Other Officers and Enlisted Personnel

.S-Foreign National Contacts During Port Calls
_17
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V. Analysis of Missions during Port Calls

The basic operational sequence of current Navy activities in the People-

to-People Program and Project Handclasp might be diagrammed, at the most

general level, as in Figure 1, below: 1

Planned Programs AcigScia

[Objectives lead to of action which involve Upits

who carry out

IAttem ts upon > Units and achieve ~ j cie

Figure 1. Sequence of Events in Port Call Operations

Planned objectives, in the context of psychological operations, involve the

influencing of behavior through knowledge of, or assumptions about, one or more of

the processes governing behavior of the members of another culture. Such influence

objectives -iay vary all the way from deterrence to creating a favorable climate of

op'nion. In the latter case, People-to-People activities are applicable.

Programs of action are, in effect, planned People-to-People activities, f
whether of the more formal Project Handclasp variety, where goods and services

(or training) are transferred to foreign nationals, or of the informal type, where

simple friendliness is demonstrated (e. g., through being a guest of, or host to,

foreign nationals, through learning the rudiments of a foreign tongue, or simply

through generalized friendly interaction).

ith Acting social units are the individuals or groups of Navy personnel involved

in the process, who contact foreign nationals; they include enlisted men, mixed teams

of officers and men, and officers.

1This sequence of events in port call operations is consistent with the para-
f digm for analysis of psychological operations in general presented in: Bailey, G. C.

An analysis and delineation of the concept of psychological' operations. McLean, Va.:
Human Sciences Research, HSR-RR-66/3As, 1966.
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aInfuence attempts can be divided into three major groups; services and
iteins rendered (inedical, educational, food, tools, toys, etc. ) one-way contacts

(radio, TV, and the press); and two-way contacts (verbal and non-verbal inter-

actions). All of these are intended to maintain friendly attitudes and behavior or

modify unfriendly or neutral positions in a favorable direction.

The recipient social units are the elements of a given foreign population,

contacted by Americans, through the range of economic and social levels suggested

by the examplcs given in Table 1.

Finally, the influence objectives achieved are, in the optimum case, iden-

tical wih the planned objectives at the beginning of the sequence. An operational~comparison of the inflaence objectives achieved with the planned objectives afford

criteria for success of the missicn.

S[ While People-to-People and Project Handclasp programs make use of all

available types of acting social units as well as influence attempts, as occasion de-[mands, the data indicate that they operate most usually as shown in Figure 2:

People -to-People Project Handclasp {Programs
f

L Mxe (ActingLEnlisted ixed Officers Mixed Officers AScing
Men Teams 'UnitsI/ I/I/I

/!

Two-way One-way Services One-way Influence
Contacts Contacts and Items Contacts Atteinpts

Figure 2. Typical Operation of
People-to-People and Project Handclasp Programs

19
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In both programs, the one-way contacts are ancillary to characteristic activities.

Radio, TV, and the press, insofar as they are utilized, serve to comment upon

and generally publicize the actual efforts being made (e. g., community dinners,

shipboard viuits by foreign nationals in the case of People-to-People; donation of

medicines and toys to hospitals and orphanages on the part of Project Handclasp).
! Such influence attempts may ultimately effect major performance changes on the

-- part of the government of a foreign population so that it becomes positively oriented

toward the U. S. and U. S. policy. These possible ultimate effects could result

from U. 3. attempts to influence grass-roots informational and affective states--what

people believe to be true and what they like--su that new (or reinforced) favorable

attitudes (depending on whether they were originally hostile, neutral, or friendly)

and desired behavior might be anticipated. It is conceivable that ouch changes in

attitudes and behavior might entail new value orientations and subsequent modifications

in recipient political ideology should the influence attempts be sufficiently realistic

and sustained over long periods of time. The relationships involved are assumed to

be as in Figure 3.

Li

i

F,

__1
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Two OneInfluence

Contcts ,conactsAttemptseItems

tInormaton Affective
StatesScatJ Attributes

of
Recipient~Social

Unt
Attitudes Behavior Units

Interface
L 2

(Influence
ajor Objectives

4? orF m Desired

f Changes

Figure 3. Relationship between Influence Attempts and Influence Objectives

In Figure 3, interface 1 represents the contact point between Naval per-

Isonnel and the foreign nationals with whom they interact. Interface 2 represents

a large expanse of unknown territory between the foreign nationals contacted (whose

attitudes and behavior may or may not have been modified or reinforced favorably

to the U. S. ) and the major performances of the political elites of the nations con-

l cerned.

In the context of the interpersonal influence process, the recipient social

units are individuals and small groups of various descriptions. These iLdividuals

U and groups are frequently in some hierarchical relation to larger aggregates

' [ 21
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interactiig, through representatives, on the national level. In Figure 4, the double

set of impacts from interpersonal and higher level ifluence efforts are shown as

they impinge on the several recipient social units.

Li
Interface

Organize The State
SGovernmental ---

' I ~Influence i |

Or anizatlons

Interface-------

Interface Communities Organizations

Li

Interpersonal
Influence CusFaMilies

Figure 4. Impacts of Interpersonal and Higher Level

Influence Processes on Recipient Social Units
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Interfaces i and 2 of Figure 4 correspond to those of Figure 3. The con-

tact line between interpersonal influence efforts and recipients of those efforts is

shown by interface 1, while the hiatus between the attitudes and behavior of persons

contacted directly, on the one hand, and the ideologies and performance of institu-

tional and state representatives, on the other, is indicated by interface 2. Interface

3 represents the line of contact between the professional practitioners of organized

governmental influence techniques and representatives of major organs of the state

'I concerned.

The functional relations outlined above generate the following problem areas:

A. What is the relation between the interpersonal influence process and
international relations in attempts to bring about new orientations in
foreign governments?

B. What effect does the interpersonal influence process alone have, in
attempts to bring about new orientations in foreign governments?

C. What effect does the interpersonal influence process have in changing
the attitudes and behavior of foreign nationals directly contacted?

D. What qualitative aspects of the interpersonal influence process must
be developed to ensure a high-degree of favorable change or rein-

'V forcement?

E. What training must be g .ven to whom, in order to carry out inter-
personal influence missions successfully?

Definite answers to these questions await the findings of careful research.

Each major question extends over a number of subsidiary questions, at a lower

level of mapping, most of whch cannot be settled without ne v data. In the following

p section, general operational problems as well as those generated in these five

major areas are taken.up.

l2.
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Vi. Operational Problems

Both the People-to-People Program and Project Handclasp are largely

unstructured in operation. Chance and good will are the uizief determiners of con-

tacts ansi their outcomes. Evaluation is subjective and informal, not based on any

syste Fortc appraisan. ,f results.

consigned items. This lightens the burden on ships' personnel in filing reports,

but also makes it difficult to follow up Handclasp activities. Data on attitudes and

behavior toward U. S. nationals and policies both before and after a Handclasp

visit would be helpful in estimating the impact of this approach toward internationl

friendship. It should be borne in mind, however, that collection of such data woul '

have to be carried out with the utmost care not to alienate those being elped. The IX

employment of humanitarian acts in support of objectives beyond thr Lmmediate sLtu-

ation must be thoroughly understood in order to undertake ev..,-ation.

Some question may also be raised as to the motivati, .i of Navy men in

general to be "ambassadors of good will." Specific cases of dire human suffering

or need may well elicit sympathy and even remedial action (when practicable) from

most Americans, but the concept on on-going representation of an "image" of good

behavior and solicitude for the opinions of others implicit in good will ambassador-

ship may not come as easily. There is also a serious quee ion discernible in the

general leeling of gratification engendered by the massive distribtton of food,
clothing, etc., and in considering Project Handclasp as "on' of the most valuable "

assets in the People-to-People effort. " Since both giving and receiving are gener- ,

ally held o be pleasurable activities in most pprts of the world, gratification on the

part of indv.duals responsible for alleviating :juffering is to be expected, as well as p

favorabl , x' sponse, for the most part, by inose recipients immediately and effec-

tively aided. However, if the overall purpose of the endeavor is to generate a ,

friendly climate of opinion in people not directly benefiting from the humanitarian

actiorts involved, certain factors must be evaluated. Previous hostility toward the

United States on the part of foreign nationals observing Project Handclasp in action,

or even cccasionally on the part of recipients themselves, may result in highly

24 ViK
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unexpected interpretations and hardening of hostilh attitudes. Gi ving may be viewed

as arrogance or an attempt to buy favor.

People who hate been indoctrinated with anti-American concepts may be

difficult to convince and may ignore the evidence in favor of preconceived notions.

As W. Phillips Davidson writes,

Attitudes and behavior patterns that are based on extensive infor-
mvdon or on personal experience are likely to have already proved
their utility and to be tough and highly resi.tant to change. Further-
more, the capacity of pennle to disregard information that is not

S[ useful (either because it is irrelevant or because it conflicts with
already established patterns of thought and action) appears to be
almost unlimited. 1

Careful scrutiny both of recipients and loreign observers is needed, in

connection with gift-giving of the kind described, if affective results in terms of

E jbuilding friendships are to be hoped for. Recipients may belong to a group despised

by the majority of people in the area, or they may slmply be less in need than other

groups known to observers. Either situation can lead to adverse criticism of the

giver. Presumed arrogance on the part of the giver, as seen by already hostile

observers, can obscure the humanitarian aspect of friendly acts. As for the recipi-

ents themselves, the way in which they perceive Americans in uniform should be

well considered. Children have been frightened by Naval personnel approaching
2

them with closed boxe3, even though the boxes later proved to contain dolls.

Political, social, and cultural data regarding the peoples involved as recipients of

Project Handclasp goods and services would be invaluable in avoiding mistakes andL

truly generating good will.

[Considering each of the five major areas of concern identified in the previ-

ous section, the following problems are discernible:

1 Davidson, W. Phillips. The Effects of Communication, Public OpirAon
Quarterl 23 (1959), pp. 359-60.

2 Radfar, Mohammad, Mission of Mercy, KAYHAN International, January
6, 1964, p. 6.
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Ii
A, Interpersonal Influence vis-a-vis International Relations:

When cordlict occurs between interpersonal influence efforts and estab-

lished U. S. policy directed toward the same nation, the question arises whether

good will, on a people -to-people basis, will withstand disillusionmrent with or hos-

tility toward such U. S. policies. A recent case in point, not conclusive, but sug-
i"gestive, involves a representative student group in Turkey, as follows:

Izmir, Turkey, April 18 (AP). Turkish students have told the U. S.
Navy that calls by American warships 'are no longer welcome by
Turks, ' informed sources said today. A three-member delegation

- of the Turkish National Students' Union visited Cmdr. C. B. McCall,
whose seven-unit flotilla arrived here April 15 for a five day routine

V "visit. The students told McCall that such calls were now uuwanted
by 'the Turkish nation because of the U. S. failure to support Turkey's
just cause, : in the Cyprus dispute. 3

While this student group may not actually represent the Turkish nation,
the publicity it received suggests that an important determinant of public opinion

toward a foreign country may lie in true or false estimates of the overt (or alleged

covert) foreign policy of that country, rather than the degree of friendliness shown

by individuals or groups from that country. Reversing the field for a moment, one

need only consider phrases often heard in the U. S., "the Russian people want

peace," or "individual Russians are friendly people," in relation to present policies

toward the USSR. Yet, it is conceivable that these perceptions about Individual

Russians might have a long-range effect on national policy or be an important fac-

tor in a borderline case where escalation or nonescalation in a dangerous confron-

tation hang in the balance.

L. It would be useful to know whether a reciprocal relation between the inter-

personal influence process and higher governmental policy may exist. That is to

say, where policy issues between the U. S. and a given country are in growing con-

flict, perhaps an intensive series of informal personal contacts would serve to pre-

vent relations from breaking down into overt hostility; where relations are moderately

I; -Washington Post, April 19, 1965, p. A14.
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good or better, visitations could be reduced to a minimal level. Even if th1s should

prove to be a reasonable approach, the quantitative and qualitative aspccts of the

required influence attempts remain to be determined. How much effort and what

kinds of effort would be most effective are questions for which answers await re-

K! search.

B. Effects of Port Call Contacts

The chief question, here, is whether any of the attitudes and behavior

patterns possibly changed by informal contacts during port calls cross the void

between persons contacted and foreign political elites, either through interlinked

communicators, public opinion pressures, or through the verdict of foreign polls.

The basic interhiiakago process, a sort of social osmosis, is not well under-

stood. The importance of raidomness of contact rather than intensity of effort has

been suggested by Anatol Rapoport: "One suspects , . . that the reason panics

spread so rapidly is not so much because the associated news is told so often but

because it is told so randomly. . . . It is not unlikely that the degree of 'mixed-

ness' of a population with respect to a process is the most important determinant

of the process."4
This would imply that successful interpersoal influence, at this level,

requires investigation of the structure of each society where it is applied so that

"mixedness" is maximized. Rapoport notes, "... Any attempt to develop realistic

equations of social diffusion must take into account the structure of. . . 'social

space, ' where social, rather than geographical distances are the determinants of

the spread..5 The responsiveness of policy-makers to public opinion pressures

in an intitutionalized sense, as well as the effect of forthcoming elections (if any)

would also be shaped by the structure of the society concerned.

To determine the proper mix for "osmotic" information spread, one would

have to know the kinship, social, and power structures of the society, the cultural

4 Rapoport, Anatol. The Diffusion Problem ir Mass Behairior. General
Systems (Yearbook of the Society for the Advancement of General Systeras Theory,
Ann Arbor, Mich.), 1956, I, 54-55.

5 bid., p. 50.
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out-groups and in-groups, the efficiency and capacity of transportation and com-

munication channels, and the attention paid by whom to local press, radio, and

TV presentations. To this must be added the presence or absence of free election

traditions, the mechanisms which exist (or do not exist) for taking the public pulse,

in order to estimate the effects of elections and public opinion.

C. The Direct Effects of Personal Contacts

Accurate sampling methods utilized by public opinion research groups in

- the countries concerned, both before and after contacts, would be of great value in

determining direct effects. Unless the people whose feelings and knowledges are

the center of interest can, themselves, reveal such changes as may have occurred,

results of programs like People-to-People must remain in doubt. Measures of the

column-inches of publicity devoted to port call activities, number of shore patrol

reports, and number of general ship visitors are suggestive but not conclusive.

They measure the amount of activity generated by the program, or in the case of

- decreasing shore patrol reports, the effectiveness of training or briefing of Navy

men, but they do not directly incicate changes in the foreign nationals' attitudes

and values. Editorial comment could be of use, when found, provided sufficient

care were taken to determine whether it merely reflected the opirion of a controlled

press, or was a genuine expression of response to a ship visivktion.

LLeo Bogart writes, "Changes in public opinion come about slowly, and

* international propaganda always functions within the context of world events . . .

(There is) considerable weight of evidence which shows that (apart from political

acts) attempts to influence opinion must be carried on consistently and over a period

of time before any major shifts are detectable. ",6 Knowledge of the degree to which

- People-to-People and Project Handclasp were deemed "international propaganda" by

the foreign nationals touched by them would be useful in shaping future programs.

6 Bogart, Leo. Measuring the Effectiveness of an Overseas Information

Campaign: A Case History. Public Opinion Quarterly. 1957, 21, p. 498., 28



D. Qualitative Aspects of Interpersonal Influence Processes

A fairly complete knowledge of generally held beliefs, values, and goals

of the target population is required at some point, if expectations of eliciting change

are to be fulfilled. Target populations are usually culturally complex, and the

[identities and characteristics of the various subgroups must be thoroughly under-

stood--no mean task in far corners of the world. There are often separatte regional

groups, different economic and social classes, and linguistic islands, indicating

historic regional or social cleavages. Each of these groups has distinct values,

expectations, understandings, and prejudices in any given populations, and repre-

sentatives of many of them may possibly be found in any large ocean port.

Dorwin Cartwright has put the matter this way:

. . . behavior is determined by the beliefs, opinions, and 'facts'
a person possesses; by the needs, goals, and values he has; and
by the momentary control held over his behavior by given features
of his cognitive and motivational structure. To influence behavior
'from the outside' requires the ability to influence these determi-I nants in a particular way. 7

In the behavioral sense, knowledge of a culture involves everything about

a culture group, from the most trivial nuance of belief or custom, through all

techniques of living (and attendant artifacts) peculiar to that group, to its most

Uprofound philosophies, religions, and reasons for being (if any) as the culture group

sees them. It includes language, economic system, social institutions, etc. -- in

sum, every item of learned attitudes and behavior, and all products of Such behavior.

It is not limited to the classics and monuments of a people, or even their folkways

r and mores, although it includes a l of these. It is essentially the ability to see the

world as the users of a given culture see it, through assimilation of their basic

value patterns--through having learned well the alien cognitive map.

L Consideration of how much effort to expend in creating opportunities for

informal contacts, in a given case, would depend on findings as to overall value of

7Cartwright, D., Some Principles of Mass Persuasion: Selected Findings

of Research on the Sale of U. S. War Bonds. Human Relations, 1949, 2,. 253-267.
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such visitations in terms of desired objectives, the reciprocal relations between

such efforts and other U. S. actions if such relations exist, and the actual state

*1 of relations between the U. S. and the particular nation or area concerned.

51E. Training for Forein Visits

Training of large numbers of Naval personnel to a high level of competence

in cross-cultural matters is manifestly imp'actical. Training a specialist or two

for each of the large, but finite, number of culture groups likely to be of importance

i tin interpersonal influence efforts is somewhat more feasible. However, this still

leaves the question of what is pertinent to success of the mission unanswered. The

specialist could not impart the totality of his findings with respect to a selection of

I culture groups to crews within the time limits probably available, nor would such

information be likely to be applied effectively even if thoroughly inculcated. It may

be that the best thing a specialist could do would be to furnish a carefully tailored 1.
and updated list of prohibitions and recommendations, correlatad with recognition

data, for each culture group to be contacted.

A
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VII. Recommended Research

The ultimate utility of providing opportunities for massive informal inter-

national contacts through port calls depends in part on learning how to establish

conditions within which such contacts can serve a useful purpose. This will involve

research into the variables of frequency and duration of contacts as well as the

varying rfvceptivity of populations differing culturally from one another and from
the American pattern. What is the significance of more contacts between Americans

and foreigners, deeper penetration into particular segments of the foreign society,

more highly structured plans for interaction, more gifts, or more opportunities

for recipient learning? Would an intensification plan for one culture necessarily

have the same effect on another? When will better results be obtained through less

intensity, however defined, rather than greater intensity? All of these questions

require development of a theoretical understanding of cross-cultural contacts,

empirically tested in a variety of situations.

Assuming the importance of port calls and the ability to conduct them

sensitively so as to meet specialized political and cultural realities, there is in-

L! sufficient knowledge at present regarding the speed of the diffusion of information

under varying cultural conditions, or the rate of decay in transmission accuracy of

even the deviation of retention of informational and affective states. Given a set of

attitudes known to be peculiar to particular population groups in a given area, how

soon, if ever, does this affect the actions of political leadership in the area. How

accurately do these reactions, if any, reflect the given attitudes? Do the attitudes

hold long enough for any transmission to foreign political leadership, or even if they

j. do, might such attitudes not change before the new policies go into effect so that

they no longer reflect current public opinion?

LAnalysis of communication linkages in designated areas could be under-

taken, determining which kinship, social, or power groups communicate to what

other groups, including the relative size of such groups, and where communication

breaks down, as well as which groups are totally or partially cut off from societal

Scontact. This could be extended to include analysis of the transportation and com-

munication facilities in the same area, as well as information gathering habits and

[" techniques of the people concerned.
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Accurate sampling of informational states before and after a port call, for t
example to impart a particular knowledge of the U. S., would provide a measure of

effectiveness. The giving of infor-ation could be carried out under different con-

ditions in different areas. Equally accurate sampling of affective states before and

after a Project Handclasp mission on the part of recipients, observers, news media,

and officials would provide alternative effectiveness measures. Research could be

initiated to determine whether humanitarian acts were perceived as propaganda or

not, and by whom. Negative changes in affect should be very carefully analyzed as

to groups involved and determinable motivations.

To be able to determine what course to follow in visiting a foreign port

within a given area or culture group, a constantly up-dated clearinghouse or infor-

mation center would be of great value. Those specialists who might be used in

training--or designing projects--would require such a data-bank for efficient oper-

ation. Certain aspects of the cultural sensitivities of various peoples are in a

fairly rapid state of flux, responsive to changing conditions of all kinds. The applied N

behavioral scientist would not be able to design effective civic action or community

relations programs without the aid of current information in these matters. I'

This kind of cross-cultural information would supplement empirical and

theoretical approaches to determining the processes of information transmission r

pointed to above. Differential manifestations of these processes in the varying

societal structures encountered, ranging from individuals through families and oMf

clubs to whole communities and informal organizations, must also be investigated.

Finally, when sufficient data has been amassed relative to interpersonal influence

processes, on-going cultural realities of the areas concerned, and specific objec-

tives of port call missions, curricula needs to be devised for the training of speci-

alists who are needed to implement future programs in this field.
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VIII. Conclusion

Two programs exist within the Navy which seek to plc -note friendship-

building contacts between naval personnel and foreign nationuls and to alleviate

human suffering and deprivation in foreign countries. These programs, People-to-

i t People and Project Handclasp, are carried out largely on an informal basis with.n

j the context of visits by Navy ships to foreign ports. They are supported financially

and organizationally at a minimum level, and have not been incorporated within the

formal structure of Navy missions.

The goals of these programs are closely related to national policy objectives
in the Cold War. This suggests that such activities could be programmed in a man-

ncr similar to efforts in civic action, counterinsurgency, and related psychological

operations. The People-to-People Program and Project Handclasp, as now consti-

I 'tuted, are not geared for or directed toward such momentous ends. A body Gf cross-

cultural information and social science knowledge is required to implement a more

! ~ ambitious approach to these prograns in any significant way. A specialized ..aval

staff would be needed to carry out planning, training, and overall operational coor-

dination.

The actual contribution of these port call activities to their original or mod-

ified purposes should be determined through research. Better understanding is need-

ed of the processes of interpersonal influence and material transactions across A
national boundaries. Better planning of visits could occur if knowledge were avail-

able about the processes of diffusion of information and affective states and about

the effects of varying conditions on the course of events during and after visits.

Training of personnel for carrying out missions in foreign ports is neces-

sary, not only to achieve desired effects, but to avoid unplanned and undesirable

consequences of port calls. Single "briefing" performances, as presently conducted,

are not likely to motivate or instruct Naval personnel to the levels required for ef-

fective cross-cultural interactions. Research into optimum characteristics of long-

range training programs toward excellence in overseasmanship is called for. Through 

development of such programs, the Navy could become a major factor in stimulating

grass roots goodwill toward the United States throughout the maritime world.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY SECNAV 5710.12K! Office of the Secretary Pers-C113-Arj
Washington 25, D. C. 11 June 195S,

SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5710.12

-I From: Se retary of the Navy
To,.  All Ships and Stations

Naval Reserve DistrIbution List, Parts A, B, and G

I Subj: The President's People-to-People Program
Ref: (a) Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense, same subject,Sf (of 7 Aug 1957 (NOTAL)

, 1. Purpose. To direct the attention of all naval and Marine Corps

pertonnel, both military and civilian, to the continued significance
of the President's People-to-People Program and to reemphasize
the importance of its effective implementation by all hands.

1 2. Applicabilit This Instruction is applicable to all personnel of
the Navy and Marine Corps, members of the Reserve components,
and civilian employees of the Department of the Navy.

3. Background
14

a. History. On 11 September 1956, the President of the United
States launched the People-to-People Program before a. group of
distinguished citizens assembled at a White House conference. The
President called upon his audience t3 assist in the development of
a fresh approach to the problem of building new roads to inter-
national understanding. Subsequently, some 40 People-to-People
Committees were organized, including the Armed Services People-
to-People Committee, to help individual Americans participate in
this voluntary, nationwide effort.

b. Objective. It is the aim of the People-to-People Program to
promote better mutbal understanding, respect, and goodwill through
direct person-to-person communication between Americans andcitizens of other lands, thereby aiding in the ultimate achievement

I of a just and enduring peace.

c. Implementation

(1) By reference (a), addressed to the Secretaries of the
Army, Navy, and Air Force, the Secretary of Defense advised of
the establishment of the Armed Services People-to-People Corn-
mittee; urged that all commands cooperate In furthering the

A-I
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SECNAVINST 5710.12 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
th1rga June 1959ti

President's Program; and requested that the attention of all personnel
be directed to the Program by the most ex'peditious means.

(2) ALNAV 37-57 implemented this request, pointing outatthe
same time the signiilcant responsibility borne by all hands in the
effective execution of the Program. While recognizing the traditional

role of the service in representing the United States overseas,
ALNAV 37 also placed special emphasis upon the elements of motiva-
tion, initiative, and leadership as basic to success in this vitally
important undertaking.

(3) The Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant, U. S.
Marine Corps, have lent strong support to the Program, stressing in
particular the responsibilities of the commanding officer in the
development and conduct of appropriate and effective People-to-
People activities.

L(4) The response from our Operating Forces has been most

encouraging. Naval and Marine Corps personnel and their dependents
have demonstrated a lively appreciation of their unique opportunities,
at home and abroad, to serve as active and able ambassadors of
goodwill. In this effort, marked by People-to-People undertakings
of every scope and variety, the respective commands ashore and
afloat have provided the leadership and support traditional to our
service.

d. Outlook. People-to-People is a growing and dynamic program,
upon whose success the peace of the world may ultimately rest. Its
beginning has been auspicious; its further development as a potent
instrumentality in the furtherance of world peace and international
understanding will depend in the last analysis upon the readiness of
all Americans to devote the necessary time, thought, and energy to
its consummation.. It is of paramount importance that all members
of the Navy and Marine Corps family continue to contribute their full
share to this common endeavor.

4. Action. All commands will perform the following functions on a
continuing basis:

a. Direct the attention of all personnel, both military and civilian,£to the President's People-to-People Program as a longrange under-
taking of critical significance.

b. Develop effective ways and means of implementing the Program
ir, consonance with the basic assigned mission and the local situa-
tion.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY SECNAVINST 5710.12
11. June 1959 4

c. U~t~ze appropriate materials of indoctrination, information,

and education in order to motivate and assist all personnel 1'i. the
effective prosecution of the Program,

d. Encourage the reporting, via normal channels, of especially
note, rt y and enterprising example* of People-to- People Imple-
mentatiin in order that:

(1) All hands may benefit from knowledge oi these examples.

(2) The accomplishments of naval and Marine Corps personnel
in this area of activity may be properly documented.

RICHARD JACKSON
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

Distribution:I SNDL Paes I and 2
Marine Corps List 7

Additional copies may be obtained from:
NSC, Norfolk, Va.
GOD, NSC, Oakland, Calif.
Supply Dept., NGF, Washington, D. C.
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APPENDIX B

UNITED STATES ATLANTIC FLEET
Headquarters of the Commander in Chief

Norfolk 11, Virginia
CINCLANTFLT
(J581) 5726.2
3 October 1962

CIWDCLANTFLT INSTRUCTION 5726.2

From: Commander in Chief U. S. Atlantic Fleet
To: Distribution List

Subj: Project Handclasp

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5726.3, Subj: People to People/Overseas

Community Relations Project; policy guidance concerning
(b) NAVCOMPTINST 07040.17

j (c) Cumulative list, Publication No. 78, U. S. Treasury Dept.,
Internal Revenue Service, and semi-annual supplements
issued June and December of each year

(d) Organizations Designated by the Attorney General of the
United States Pursuant to Executive Order 10450 and
published in the Federal Register under the title
"Designation of Organizations in connection with.FederalI Employee Security Program."

(e) Register of Voluntary Agencies; published by the Advisory
Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, InternationalI Cooperation Administration

Encl: (1) General Information
(2) Shipping and Delivery Instructions

(3) Waiver Agreement

1. Purpose. To emphasize the importance of and to promulgate policy
guidance concerning Atlantic Fleet participation in certain People-to-
People overseas Community Relations Programs hereinafter referred
to as Project Handclasp in implementation of reference (a).

2, Background. In addition to its tremendous contrbution toward the
relief o' human suffering and misery in the world, Project Handclasp is
one of the most valuable assets in our current People-to-People effort.
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3 October 1962

From an original voluntary and spontaneous effort on the part of a very
few Navy men, it has grown into a major undertaking involving ware-
houses, full-time personnel and a nation-wide effort which has resulted
in shipping millions of pounds of material to the needy overseas each
year.

3. Action. Commander in Chief U. S. Atlantic Fleet desires to retain
the spontaneity and personal contact thus far established. Further, while
wide dissemination of this program is desired within the U. S. Atlantic
Fleet, it is equally important to avoid any connotation of the uoe of this
program for purely publicity reasons. Accordingly, attendant publicity
should stress the humanitarian aspects of the program. The guidance
contained herein is designed to serve these ends.

/S/ Horacio Rivero

Horacio Rivero
Deputy Chief of Staff

Distribution: (5216. L)
Lists: I

IV
VI
VII
viii
IX
V- A, B, E, G, M, P
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Enclosure (1) CINCLANTFLTINST 7526.2

3 October 1962

1. General Information

1. Objective. To promote international understanding and friendship

between citizens of the United States and the peoples of other countries.

2. Backround. Project Handclasp evolved spontaneously from the
desire of navalpersonnel to enhance mutual respect and understanding
with all peoples of the world. It was originally a voluntary effort whichr reflected the motivation of Navy men to act as individual ambassadors
of good will. Since the inception of Handclasp in 1959, the distribution
of food, clothing and medical supplies to peoples of foreign nations has
been most gratifying. To date, several million pounds of cargo have
been transported in Navy ships for distribution to refugees and other
deserving groups.

3. Scope Project Handclasp pertains to the collection, transportation
and distribution of material to friends of our nation throughout the world,
such as:

a. Materials which relieve personal suffering caused by the lack of
the basic necessities of life, e. g., wearing apparel, food (non-perishable),
medical supplies and household appliances.

b. Souvenir and goodwill items used in connection with foreign port
visits and toys (except toy guns and military-like equipment).

c. Materials of an educational nature, e. g., books, magazines
(pictorial preferred), records (semi-classical and classical), basic[school supplies, and sports equipment.

4. Definitions. Project Handclasp material falls into two categories:

a. Non-consigned. Material for relief, friendship, and educational
purposes, not specifically consigned, to be distributed at the discretion
of the commanding officers.

b. Consigned. Charitable cargo, which organizations or individuals

request the Navy to ship to specific consignees overseas.

5. Non-consigned materials. Non-consigned material is an important
item of the good will aspect of foreign port visits. This material is
available to augment ships' individual efforts. Ships should limit their

BI
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own drives for material to local non-commercial groups. Solicitation of
commercial sources and national organizations will be done by the Pro-

fject Handclasp Director. Only items which are in good condition and
, appropriate for distribution overseas are accepted. I _

6. Consigned cargo. Requests for ocean transportation of charitable
cargo to overseas destinations in fleet ships will be referred to
COMSERVLANT (Attn: East Coast Director, Project Handclasp).

a. Determination of source acceptability. The commander concerned
will determine that the requestor is an individual or a bona fide organiza-
tion whose objectives and purposes are not prejudicial to the best interests I
of the United States Government. References (c), (d), and (e), among
others, will assist in this determination.

b. Processing of cargo. Upon acceptance of sponsorship for chari-
table cargo the requestor will be advised of the location of the Project 0
Handclasp warehouse to which the cargo is to be shipped at requestor's
expense, the date cargo is required at the pier or warehouse and packing
and marking instructions. Additionally, the requestor will be advised
that the Navy accepts sponsorship only under the following conditions:

(1) Transportation is on a space-available not-to-interfere
with fleet operations basis and no absolute assurance can be given that
material will be dqlivered to the ultimate destination.

(2) No liability will be assumed for loss or damage incurred
by reason of the transportation handling. Requesting activities will be
required to execute enclosure (3) prior to Navy acceptance for trans-
portation.

(3) The requestor will obtain the necessary U. S. export
customs clearances and entry clearances into the fcreign country con-
cerned in advance of Navy acceptance when such clearances are required.
In this regard it is incumbent upon the requestor to ascertain whether5 such clearances are required.

(4) The consignor's agent at port of discharge must be
designated prior to acceptance of cargo for shipment.

7. ProjectHandclasp warehouses. The "East Coast Project Handclasp
Warehouse has been established at NSC Norfolk. Its function is:

B-4
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a. To receive, document and make available to fleet units non-con-
signed material suitable for use in overseas good will programs received
from Navy sources, industry, fraternal, civic, religious and service
organizations.

b. To receive, document and make available to fleet units consigned
cargo from individuals or charitable organizations.

Other non-funded temporary storage points may be established by
Force and Type Commanders as required to assist in the collection of
Handclasp materials and in administration.

8. Program Director. The billet of East Coast Director. "Project
Handclasp" has been established under CINCLANTFLT with additional
duty to COMSERVLANT. The officer assigned to this billet is to be of
suitable rank and motivation in order to carry out his duties and respon-
sibilities as a representative of the Atlantic Fleet. His duties and re-
sponsibilities will include but are not limited to:

a. Liaison with the Chairman, Navy People-to-People Program.

b. Coordination and liaison with individual fleet units and type and
area commanders concerning shipping procedures and cargoes.

<2,i c. Furnishing assistance to civilian groups on procedures for send-
ing cargo.

I d. Administering Input and output of material stored in the East
Coast Project Handclasp warehouse.

e. Keeping the Atlantic Fleet Assistant Chief of Staff for Plans
fully informed concerning all aspects of the program.

f. Working with volunteer naval and civilian groups and industry
to obtain non-consigned cargo and process it for shipment.

Sg. Documenting consigned cargo.

9. Action. Purduant to provisions of reference (a), Fleet, Type, Force,
and Area Commanders are delegated the authority to approve requests
for shipment of non-consigned Project Handclasp material. Approval of
requests for shipment of consigned cargo is delegated to COMSERVLANI'.
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a. Coordination. COMSERVLANT will roordinate Project Handclasp
activities within his area of responsibility as Sea Cargo Coordinator.
Type Commanders will provide adequate assistance to ensure continued
success of the program.

(1) Coordination of Project Handclasp activities shall be
exercised through the East Coast Director, Project Handclasp who is
based at the Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia. He shall coordinate
collection, storage, and shipment of Handclasp materials to areas visited
by Atlantic Fleet ships.

b. Storage, Shipment and Delivery.

(1) Non-consigned cargo. Non-consigned materials may be
stored in the East Coast Project Handclasp warehouse, Norfolk or other
designated storage points for disbursement to fleet units by ',he Director.
These materials are to be distributed by individual units at ports of their
choice as part of the overseas good will program,

(2) Consigned cargo. COMSERVLANT is delegated authority
to process and approve requests for transportation of consigned charitable
cargo in accordance with the criteria established in paragraph 6.

(a) Airplanes, boats, vehicles and building materials
are not generally to be considered as charitable cargo. However, con-
sideration must be given to the contribution such items can make toward
the economic and social development in underdeveloped countries prior
to disapproval of a request for shipment.

(b) COMSERVLANT shall coordinate transportation,
loading and discharge of charitable cargo. Large shipments of consigned
cargo from a single donor shall not generally be accepted for storage in
Handclasp warehouse but shall be delivered dockside at no cost to the
government. The shipment shall then be documented and loaded. Where
excessive handling is not involved, small shipments may be stored as a
matter of convenience to the Navy. All services and transportation ren-
dered are on a non-reimbursable basis.

(c) In the assignment of consigned cargo to individual
ships, consideration will giver, to such factors as space available, hand-
ling facilities, operational requirement;s and other matters so as to avoid
undue impositions on the ship. (Note: MfTS ships will not be used in this

program.) :
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(3) General. The attention of Type and Operational Command-
ers and particularly of Commanding Officers of ships is invited to the
existence of this warehouse and to ita large inventory of non-consigned

cargo. Commanding Officers or their representatives are invited to$1 visit the warehouse and to consult with the East Coast Director in deter-
mining availability of materials. Very often, the warehouso contains
material destined for a particular country, awaiting only the sailing of
a ship able to carry the cargo.

(4) Notificatton. To facilitate safe and timely delivery, in-
dividual units shall, upon departura CONUS, supply the Information con-
tained in enclosure (2) to the indicated addressees.

(5) Special interest items. Shipments of special interest,

such as might have national or international implications shall be reported
- to the Chief of Naval Operations and CINCLANTFLT.

(6) Middle East Area.

(a) Normally, an AVP departs Norfolk at intervals of
about once each five months for duty as Comnander Middle East Force
flagship.

(b) Materials destined for the Middle East may be de-I: livered to Commander Service Force, SIXTH Fleet via available shipping,
for further trans-shipment to the Middle East Area.

(7) Overseas Delivery. Operational and type commanders
will effect delivery in ports which ships under their control may visit
as operations and space permit on a not-to-interfere basis.

10. Public Informati.on. News coverage of Handclasp activities is de-
sirable as a matter of public information for support of the program.

Exploitation of Handclasp activities through extravagant publicity is, bn
the other hand, highly undesirable and would serve to defeat the meaning-
ful purpose of this program.

a. Policy. The amount of publicity to be given to Handclasp deliv-
eries within the receiving country will depend upon the local situation.
In general, if there is any doubt as to the publicity which is desirable,
guidance should be sought from local U. S. Naval sources; other U. S.
military representatives; State Department and United States Information
Services representatives as priacticable. Photographic and news cover-
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age, for release in the U. S. , of deliveries which emphasize the individ-
ual recipients and/or the community or organizations having collected
the material is desirable. Such coverage should be effected as soon as
possible. The Office of the Chief of Information, headquarters of naval
districts, local naval commands and CINCLANTFLT can assist in public
information handling. A copy of all public information releases, with
negatives of photographs, where practicable, shall be forwarded to Com-

I; mander in Chief U. S. Atlantic Fleet, Attn: Fleet Information Officer.

~B-8
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Shipping and Deiiver Instruc:tions

1. The following format will be sued by ships rceparting CONUS with
Handclasp vargo aboard; information address-.es will vary depending
upon des tination:

a. From: (Ship)
To: COMSERVLANT
Info: (See (b) below)

Subj: Handclasp Cargo

IA. Nature of cargo

B. Total weight and cube

C. Cargo destination port, weight and cube for each

D. Type storage required at destination

: E. Remarks (if special handling required due to bulk or
weignt, etc. )

b. Information addressees:

(1) For all shipments:

fCINCLANTFLT
COMLANTFLTMOPHOG
COMEASTSEAFRON
COMFIVE
(Own TyCom)
(Own TF/TG Commander)
(When applicable, appropriate Naval Attache, Naval Liaison
Officer-of MAAG/Mission Chief)

(2) For destination in Mediterranean:

CINCNELM

CINCUSNAVEUR
COMSIXTHFLT
COMSERVFORSIXTHFLT

B
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(3) For destination in Middle East:

CINCNELM
CINCUSNAVEUR
COMSDXTHFLT
COMSERVFORSIXTHFLT
COMMIDEASTFOR

(4) For destination in Latin America:

COMFIFTEEN
COMSOLANT

(5) For destination in Afric4

COMSOLANT

B-10
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Enclosure (3)

Waiver Agreement

In consideratiou of the safekeeping or carriage, as the case may be, of
the property herein described, I,
(acting both individually and as the duly authorized agent of

the owner of said property, hereby agree that neither the carrying
vessels or aircraft, nor the United States, nor any agent or agency
thereof, shall be liable for any damage to said property, or for any
failure to deliver said property to the owner or consignee thereof
in the same quantity and in the same order and condition as when
received by the initial depository vessel or aircraft, or for any damage,
or delay in delivery, whether caused by the negligence of the United1States or any agent thereof, or otherwise. I certify that required U. S.
export customs and necessary entry clearances into the foreign
countries concerned have been obtained and that the appropriate
certificates to that effect will accompany all cargo.

Signature

Property described below and
continued on reverse side.

B3-11
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Jr APPENDIX C

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY OPNAV 5726.3A
Office of the Coief of Na, at Operations OP-34

Washington, D.C. Z.0350 Ser 367r,34
8 AUG 114

OPNAV INSTRUCTION 5726.,U

From: Chief of Naval Operations

To: Distribution List

Subj: People-to-People/Overseas Community Relations /Project Handclasp

Re(: (a) SECNAV Instruction 5710. IZ of II June 1959

Enci: (1) Waivar Agreement

I. Purpose. To promulgate policy guidance concerning naval participation in the people to
people area of overseas community relations threugh Project Handclasp.

Z. Cancellation. This instructio., canc,%Ln and supersedes OPNAV Instruction 5726.3 of{ 15 December 1961 and OPNAV Instruction 5726.4 of 16 October 1962.

3. Objective. To set forth the policy for Project Handclasp in order to enhance the Navy's
awllity to meet the objective outlined in reftarence (a), namely, to promote mutual under-
standing, respect and good will through diiect person to person communication between
Americans and citizens of other l nds.

4. Background. Project Handclasp is an official Navy program. The program evolved from
the desire of raval personnel to assist people itt foreign lands to help themselves to improve
the conditions under which they ltve. Navy personnel, by acting as ambassadors of good willin the areas visited by fleet units, have established new friends for the United States and

attained great satisfaction in aiding the ultimate achievement of a just and erduring peace.

5. Scoe. Project Handclasp involves the collection of cdonations from organizations and
individuals in the United States, storing the materials in local warehouses until transportation
on a space available basis is obtained to transport them to Project Handclasp warehouses at
Norfolk, Virginia and San Diego, California and further distribution by Navy personnel
stationed in overseas areas or embarked in fleet units which visit these areas. The category
of materials desired for use in Project Handclasp consist of:

a. Materials which relieve personal suffering caused by the lack of the basic necessitie!s
of Life, e.g., food, clothing, hand tools, medical supplies, light building materials and paint.

b. Materials of an educational nature, e.g., textbooks, basic school supplies and visual
and audio aids used in education.

c. Materials which make it possible for children to enjoy a happier life, e.g., toys,
atl" Ttic equipment and playground equipment.

d. Items used in connection with foreign port visits, e.g., souvenir items and mementos
of visits a-nard ship.

f2 6. Definitions.

a. 0PNAV Coordinator. The Project Handclasp Coordinator in the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations.
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b. Eabt Coabt Director. The Coordinator for the Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic

Fleet -n Project Handclasp w-atters in the are'as where Atiantc Fleet ships deplo. The
offihc-r assigaed reponsibility for the operation of the Project Handclasp wz, k,.l -Je in
Norfolk, Virginia.

1 c. West Coast Director. The Coordinator for the Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific
Fleet in Project Handclasp maturs in the areas where Ficific Fleet sips deploy. The officer
assigned responsibility io- the operation of the Project Handclasp warhou'.^ in San D.egc,,
California.

d. Pro-ec' Handclasp Coordinators. The officers assigned collaterat duties relative to
Project Handclasp in various naval shore activities and fleet staffs afloat to assist in the
collection, storage and transportation of unconsigned material.

e. Consigned material. Material collected, packed according to specilication, and
bhipped to Project HandclasF warehouses in Norfolk and San Diego by individuals or chartable
organizations for shipment overseas by the Navy on a space available basis to a specified
recipient.

f. Unconsigned material. Material donated to Project Handclasp by individuals and
organizations which is not designated by the donor to any specific consignee and is available

L for general diritribution overseas.

7. Policy

a. Personnel conne;ted with Project Handclasp will accept only items which are in good

condition and appropriat., for later distribution overseas. If necessary unconsigned materal
will be accel-ted at the location where donated, and arrangements made by naval personnel to
move it to Project Hanc(clasp warehouses on space available transportation. Limited funds

are available for the p ,rchase of items and other expenses required in overseas community
relations programs. Every effort will be utilized to carry out projects using donated
m terial. Requests for funds will be submitted to CINCLA.NTFLT, CINCPACFLT and

CINCUSNAVEUR via th. chain of command.

b. Requests by civilian organizations for ocean Lranspottatioa of conrignod material in
fleet ships to overseas destinations will be referred to the East Coast Director or Wes. -oast
Director of Project Hanuc-lasp for approval, as approp.iate, or assistance will be provided by
the OPNAV Coordinator of Project Handclasp. Deliver- by the organization to Project
Handcl warehouses in Norfolk or San Diego it required for consigned shipments.

(1) The Director concerned will determine that the requestor ir s n individual or
bona fide organization whose objectives and purposes are no' prejudicial to the beet interests
of the United States Government and that the material is within Lhe scope of the program and
otherwise acceptable.

I (2) Prior to acceptance of sponsorship for charitable cargo the Director concerned
will advise the requestor of the probability of effecting delivery, the location of the Project

Handclasp warehouse to which the cargo is to be shipped at requestors expense, the date
cargo is required at the warehouse and packing and marking instructions. Additionally, the
requestor will he advised that the Navy accepts sponsorship only under the following

conaitions:

(a) Thansportation is on a space available, not-to-interfere with fleet c
operations basis, and no absolute assurance an be given that material will be delivered to
the ultimate destination. Shipments ihich would knowingiy involve overseas Navy 4
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transhipments w~ll not be accepte6 except afs upecificaly authorized by the Project F- rdrlabp
Diiector concerned.

(b) No liability will be assumed for loss or caamage incurrd by -cas". of

transportation or handling. Requesting activities or individuale will be required t.. e.ecutce

enclosure (I) prior to Navy acceptance for transportation.

(c) The requestor "ill obtain the necessary U.S. export customs clearance and
entry clearances into the foreign ,,ountry concerned in advance of Navy acceptance when ouchFclearances are required. In this regard it is the responsibility of the requestor to ascertain
whether such clearancez are required.

(d) The consignor's agent at port of discharge must be designated prior tc

acceptance of cargo for shipment and arrangemnsots must have been made to pick up the cargo

on the arrival of the ship carrying it as varehouse space is not available in most areas.

c. The appropriate Director will coordinate t,,ansportation, loading and diccharge of

consigned charitable cargo. Coordination includes .,ec lying, storing, documenting and
arranging deliver) o. the c rktable cargo. Transportation and related services are t- be

furnished on a nou-reimburaable baais by fleet units.

f d. Arbitrary assignments of consigned cargo to individual units will be avoided, and the

consent of Commanding Officers for acceptance of such cargo will be obtained under normal

':ircumstances.

e. The Chief of Naval Operations will be informed of requests which might have national

or international complications.

f. Project Handclasp warehouses at Norfolk and San Diego will carry out the following

functions-.

(1) Receive, docunent and make available to fle'et units unconsigned material suit-

able for use in overseas good will programs received from Navy sources, industry, fraternal,

civic, religious and service organizations.

(Z) Receive, document and make avaitable to fleet units consigned cargo from

individuals or charitable organizations depending on the availability of warehouie space and with

(good probability of tranaportation availability to the area of final destination.

8. Action.

.-a. Fleet and Shore Establishment Commanders are requested to support and utilize

Project Handclasp to the maximum practicable extent, consistent with their perational

commitments. Command attention is required in order to promote better understanding of this

program and to ensure the objective is reached. Direct distribution from Navy men to user is

noat desirable when possible to obtain the maximum effect of the program.

b. Naval Districts, major Naval Stations, Naval Air Stations and appropriate fleet staffs

will assigi' an officer to the collateral duty of Project Handclatp Coordinator with duties

co.isisting of but not limited to, the foliowing:

(I) Maintaining liaison with the OPNAV Coordinator, East and West Coast

Directors and other Coordinators concerning Project Ha-idclasp matters.

(Z) Providing assistance to participating Navy League Councils.

L, C-3
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(3) Arranging for transportoton of collo.ed unconsignod matorials to the Project
0.inj,'aop -,,-ihvusvs located in Norfoik or San Diego o, at , herwise directed. Transpnr-

tation should be obtkined on a not-to-interfare non-reraifb'arrbLc basis.

(4) Establishing adequate safeguards and accounting procedures to ensure poettive I
tontr~l of material.

(5) Prov'iding the OPNAV Coordinator with the names, addresses and telephona
numbers of the assigned Coordinators and k~eping this information current.

9. Public Information. Directions for publicizing the Project Handclasp activities wMl be
promulgated by the Fleet Commanders, keeping in mind the various stnitivlties of the
countries in the area of their commands and the necessity for coordiunit-, publicity and
distribution with USIA and other Government Agencloa.

D5111BUTON LST:THOMAS F CONNOLLY- _ ~ ~DST~RIBUTION LL$T: B ieto

SNDL Part [ (Z copies each) By directon
21 ( icet Commanders in Chief)
22 (Fleet Commanders)
Z3A (Naval Force Commanders)
23B (Special Force Commanders)
24 (Type Commanders)
27C (Sea Frontier Commanders)
28 (Flotilla Squadron and Division Commandets - Ships)
29 (Warship Type Ships)
31 (Amphibious Type Ships)
32 (Auxiliary Type Ships)
SNDL Part 11 (Z copies each)
Al (Secretary and Executive Assistants)
A3 (Chief of Naval Operat-ons)
A5 (Bureaus)
F2 (Naval District and Ri'e" Command Commandants)
F9 (Naval Stat: .,ns)
J28 (Reserve rainlng Centers) , g' a
W3 (Air Trzsining Command Staffs) ,

Additional copies may be obtained from:
Supply Department, NAVSTA (Wash. NAVYD Annex, Code 514.3Z)

.. Washington, D.C. 20390 C")
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Enclosu,e, (I)

In consideration of the safekeeping or carriage, a' the ,!case rmay be, of the

piperty herein described, I (acting both indivdually and at

th: d iv authorized agent o ), the owner of said property,

c lhereby xgree thizt neither the carrying vesslls or aircraft, nor the United States, nor any

agency there(,f, shall ue liable for any damnage to said property, or for any failure to deliver

I said property to the owner or consignee thereof in the same quantity and in the same tder

and condition as when rec-eived by the initial depository vessel or aircraft, or for any delay

in ouL.. delivery, or delay in delivery, if caut, d by the negligence .f the United Stated or

any ageat thereof, or otherwise. I certify that required U.S. export customs clearances

and necessary enti ' cl.aravces into the foreign countries concerned have been obtained and

tihat the appropriate certificates to that eff-ct will accompany all cargo.

(Signature)

Enclosure (1)i

! V
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